MPP - 050

by Alchemi

The solutions to 10 clues include double letters, of which only one is
recognised in the wordp lay, e.g. if the answer was SCARRING the wordp lay
would lead to SCARING and f or LADDER would lead to LADER.
The 10 letters you theref ore have to add are an anagram of a p erson who is
well-known to solvers of this p uzzle (4,6) . Solvers should enter the name.
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Across
1 Commissioned roster
I smartly tore up
(4,4)
5 Actor somehow has
put tree back (6)
9 One competed after
companion hurried
up (8)
10 Home cooking often
means exotic
toppings for what
one receives (6)
12 One putting up with
voter switching from
left to right (7)
13 Taken in by setter's
plot to cover up
unfinished bit (7)
14 Mature sow carrying
a child (8)

25

16 Problem keeping
Popish Plot
ultimately quiet (5)
19 Fraction of surgical
procedure no longer
open (5)
20 Against that is two
different notes and a
couple of directions
for a sort of waltz (8)
22 Endorse business put
back together (7)
24 Despatch returned by
soldier (7)
26 One charged after
good deal for beauty
treatment (6)
27 Terrible red claws
drawn in a hurry (8)
28 Gets angry as one
bows out (6)

29 Argentina's best
osteopath uses
dangerous substance
(8)
Down

8 Note about
Benedictines'
liberties (8)
11 Nonsense credits
after director breaks
records (12)

1 Article about
communist German
city (6)

15 There's extra decay
up where they put
things (9)

2 Show featured in
state outlet (4,5)

17 Flyer's exam? Look
through mine! (4,5)

3 Dusty green eggs
officer carries (5)

18 Snaps about torture
by the French (8)

4 German you
managed to avoid
getting a replacement
for electric range
(6,6)

21 Is inquisitive about
daughter's many,
many cats (6)

6 With bank starting
to open, stocks sink
(9)
7 Doctor carries
foreign character's
lozenge (5)

23 Dull friend (5)
25 Old enough finally to
smoke a cigarette
inside (2,3)

